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 The sound-producing capabilities of . The KORG , with its two flexible loudspeakers and an advanced external filter system,
brought the KORG synthesizer experience to a new level of functionality. This latest KORG synthesizer continues this

development and is accompanied by a new range of sounds called 'Surround Sound'. Equipped with a digital signal processor,
the KORG MS-20 Mini is a self-contained, full-sized, keyboard synthesizer that has been a major factor in the development of

synth-pop. The MS-20 Mini is the second MS-20 model in the TRITON series and has been a real success for KORG. With rich
and versatile sounds, the MS-20 Mini can also be used as a stand-alone digital instrument. As a very compact instrument,

the MS-20 Mini can fit into any corner and is also very simple to control. A KORG PCM-33 slot module is included for use
with the free *PCM-33 Key Sampler* (PCM-33; note: in Europe this is included with the KORG PCM-20). This allows the user
to create unique, high-quality sound effects by recording sounds directly from the keys of the PCM-33 keyboard. The PCM-33
also allows you to record sound effects that you record from external equipment. Having been developed by the same team that
created the TRITON series, the KORG Triton Power Core Pack is another complete, flexible synthesizer that can be used in a

variety of ways to create lush, complex orchestral and dance music. The new KORG Digital Piano Pad series features two
instruments, one of which uses Yamaha gig-quality . The instruments are equipped with a KORG sound engine and a digital
organ amplifier with the following features: •A high-quality piano pad and keybed, plus acoustic- and electrically simulated

sounds•An octave/chord memory function that enables you to memorise the selected note or chords•MIDI input and
output•KORG's exclusive harmonic analysis function, which analyzes the notes played and automatically detects chords and the

location of harmonic tones In this section, the review of a KORG digital piano is available in the form of three different
reviews, one for each of the different available versions of the instrument. 82157476af
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